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February 7, 2018

Organization Mandate
• “The Fort McMurray Heritage Society exists so that the people of Fort
McMurray, Alberta, the Municipality of Wood Buffalo, visitors from
Alberta and Canada and international visitors learn about history and
culture in ways that enhance their lives socially, intellectually and
economically.”
• Fort McMurray Heritage Society Board Policy.
• Our geographic mandate is Fort McMurray and all communities within
a 100 km radius.
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Organization Mandate
• Goals for 2018
• Completion of the Aboriginal Village and the Storage Garage
• Open Heritage Village to the public for a full year (Jan – Dec)
• Develop new interpretive programs and improve rental performance
• Maintain standards of excellence in children’s programming
• Programs/services to be funded by the grant:
• School programs (partial wages, overhead, program costs)
• Summer camps (partial wages and overhead)
• Interpretive services (partial wages, overhead, program costs)
• Client services (partial wages, overhead, program costs)
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Community Impact
• 6,050 admissions in 2017
• 1,100 children in school programs & 144 registrations in summer
camps
• 3,000 FMHS event attendees & 3,400 private event attendees
• The primary impact of cultural institutions is intangible: we improve the
region’s quality of life which creates a sense of community and
continuity, and encourages workers and potential citizens to reside in
what can sometimes be a challenging place to live.
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2018 Grant Request
Revenue:
Reserves:
Expense:
Subsidy Requested:

$ 702,000
$ 238,000
$1,540,000
$ 600,000

Subsidy represents 39% of total expenses
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Expense Summary
Cost Category
Salary/Wages
(8 full time, 3 part
time)
Program Costs
Overhead (utilities,
insurance, etc.)
TOTAL

Total Expense
$857,500

Funded by RMWB
$400,000

$357,500
$325,000

$100,000
$100,000

$1,540,000

$600,000
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Community Investment History
2018 Request
600,000

2017
0

2016
700,000

Decrease in 2018 of $100,000.00 is due to the implementation of
cost-savings measures (reducing staff positions, reducing staff
hours, and scaling back services) and a projected increase in
revenues (full summer of Village admission, resulting increase in
gift shop sales).
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Fort McMurray Heritage Society
2018 Operating Grant Analysis
CIP Grant Summary:

2015
660,000

2016
700,000

2017

Program Reporting Required:
Six Month & Annual Reports

-

2018 Request
600,000

2018
Recommended
by CIP
-

Difference of
Recommended
vs. Requested
(600,000)

Financial Reporting Required:
Audited Financial Statements

Notes:
Following review of the 2015 Financial Statements, FMHS did not qualify for CIP funding in 2017, as it helds
Unrestricted Net Assets in excess of one year of operating expenses. (This indicated that it did not require
subsidy to operate for at least one year.) There was no significant change in Unrestricted Net Assets in the
2016 Financial Statements, and it is recommended that the 2017 Financial Statements be reviewed
(specifically, the value of the 2017 Unrestricted Net Assets) prior to grant approval in 2018.

2018 Budget
Request

Budget Line Description
Revenues
General Revenue (Admissions, Rentals, etc.)
Donations/Fundraising
Other Grants
Open Minds Heritage School/Other Programs
Reserves
RMWB
Total Revenues
Expenses
Salaries/Wages/MERC
Administrative Expenses
Utilities/Waste Management
Training and Development
Programs/Supplies
Special Events
Fundraising
Security
Accounting and Legal Fees
Repairs/Building Maintenance
Gift Shop Expenses
Rentals (Conference Room and Grounds)
Total Expenses
Total Surplus (Deficit)

$

2018
Recommended

382,000
50,000
125,000
145,000
238,000
600,000

-

1,540,000

-

863,500
189,000
79,500
5,000
63,500
25,000
5,500
25,000
30,000
75,000
154,000
25,000

-

1,540,000
-

-

$

17(1)
17(1)

Part B - Board Questionnaire
How often does the Board of Directors meet?

6 times per year

Minimum number of board members according to bylaws:
Number of board members:
Currently:
9

2016:

8

6

2015:

14

Describe measures being undertaken to fill vacant spots if minimum board members are not met:
There are currently more than the minimum number of board members, so measures are not being
undertaken to find additional board members. However, the board is always willing to accept new
members and encourages members in good standing of the Fort McMurray Heritage Society to
apply for a position.

Please list your current Board of Directors:
Name

Board Position

Years on Board

Carmen Ramstead

Chair

10

Andy Carter

Vice Chair

8

Mike Daley

Treasurer

13

Ross Noble

Secretary

1

Jo-Anne Griffin

Director

2

Cathy Dreier

Director

2

Kevin Thornton

Director

2

Steve Huffman

Director

>1

Rene Wells

Director

>1
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Part B - Board Questionnaire
Are any board members being paid, or receiving an honorarium, for being on the Board or for
other positions in the organization outside of their role on the Board?
Yes ❑ No IZI
If yes, complete the following table:
Board member name

Paid role on the board / organization

Amount received

What are the restrictions (if any) on becoming a member of your organization or participating in
programs or services?
There are no restrictions on participating in programs and services. The only restrictions on
becoming a member are those entailed by the membership application process: prospective
members must pay a membership fee and complete a criminal background check.

How often does the Board review the financial position of the agency? What efforts have been
made in the past fiscal year to increase the number and types of financial support for your
organization?
The Board reviews the financial position of the agency every board meeting (6 times per year);
there is also an executive committee made up of the Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer, and Secretary
which reviews the organization's financial position monthly.
The FMHS has attempted to increase the number and types of financial support this year by
exploring new partnerships with locally-invested organizations such as oilsands companies and
regional business associations. Many of these partnerships were either initiated or facilitated by
Board members; for some of these partnerships the Board forms an action group of a few directors
in order to work and negotiate with the new partners. Furthermore, directors are on several
mailing lists and send FMHS staff any grant application opportunities they encounter.

The personal information collected in this application is collected under the authority of section 33(c) of Alberta's
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy (FOIP) Act. It will be used to process the application and contact you
if needed, during the review of this application. If you have any questions about the collection and use of the personal
information you may contact the Community Investment Advisor, at 9909 Franklin Avenue, Fort McMurray, AB T9H 2K4
or at (780) 788-4309.
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part C - Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan focuses on Building a Strong and Resilient Community. It was built on the
feedback received from community residents and leaders and reflects the wishes and needs of the
community. The Community Investment Program aims to assist non-profit agencies to achieve the
goals and objectives outlined in the Municipal Strategic Plan.
Please indicate the Objectives in Goal 2: Building Balanced Regional Services or in Goal 7:
Building for a Healthy and Active Lifestyle* that apply to the programs, services or events that
your organization provides** (check all that apply):

#2. Building Balanced Regional Services
Goal: To deliver high quality and well-planned services to our residents.
By re-focusing attention to core services, as outlined in the Municipal Government Act, and by clearly
defining service standards, the Municipality will strengthen service delivery to all residents and
businesses within the Region. Our core services are:
Roadways, streets and sidewalks • Flood protection • Police, fire and emergency services •
Public transit • Solid waste • Water • Sanitary and storm drainage • Bylaw enforcement •
Parks and recreation • Cemeteries • Planning and development
❑ Strengthen regional service delivery quality.
❑ Strengthen service delivery monitoring practices.
❑ Implement, improve and maintain core service infrastructure.

#7. Building for a Healthy and Active Lifestyle
Goal: To connect people and communities through accessible, regional-based leisure and wellness
activities, programs and public gathering places.
Working with partner organizations and through direct delivery of services to residents throughout the
Region, the Municipality provides opportunities for community members to enjoy a high quality of life.
Opportunities will include arts, recreation, health and wellness, as well as leisure activities.
❑ Encourage the use of the Region's recreational & community facilities, including natural amenities.
❑ Encourage and support the social profit sector.
Increase accessible recreation and leisure opportunities for all user groups in the Region.
F1 Increase opportunities for large-scale sports/cultural tourism events.
[21 Increase tourism, culture and arts programming throughout the Region.
* If your organization does not meet any objectives in Goals 2 or 7, please visit http://www.rmwb.ca/StrategicPlan
to determine which Goal/Objective would be most applicable, and explain how your organization's
program/services will achieve those objectives in the space on the next page.
** Please visit http://www.rmwb.ca/StrategicPlan if you would like to investigate and describe any other
Goals/Objectives that your organization will achieve, and describe in the space on the next page.
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
Mission Statement:
To assist and encourage the people of Fort McMurray, the Municipality of Wood Buffalo and other
visitors from throughout Alberta, Canada and the world to learn about the history and culture of
Fort McMurray and surrounding region in ways that enhance their lives socially, intellectually, ...

Vision Statement:
The Fort McMurray Heritage Society does not have a vision statement separate from its mission
statement at this time.

What year did the organization complete its last strategic plan?
We completed our Master Plan, which guided us through our rebuild construction phases, in 2017.
Provide a brief overview of the organization's strategic priorities:
Our strategic directions, as laid out in the Business Model, are divided into three categories:
Market Strategies, Financial Strategies, and Programs and Exhibits Strategies.
Our Market Strategies are to appeal to both adults and families (with a strong emphasis on
families), to focus on residents of the region with a secondary focus on tourists, to prioritize school
programming and appeal/programming for children outside of school programming, and to
prioritize attracting repeat visitation.
Our Financial Strategies are to maintain a high perceived value reflected in high price point (but
balancing this with the need to be economically accessible) and to earn a larger proportion of
income from programs and events rather than general admission fees.
Our Programs and Exhibits Strategies are to invest in interactive or participatory exhibits and
experiences, striking a balance between delivering content and igniting learning, striking a balance
between quantity and quality of objects and experiences, and favouring definable marketable
components or areas for children.
Practically speaking, this means that in 2018 we aim to complete the Aboriginal Village and the
Storage Garage, open Heritage Village for an entire calendar year for the first time since the 2013
flood, develop new interpretive programs, improve our rental performance, and maintain
standards of excellence in children's programming. The Board will meet early this year to
determine a 5-year Business Plan which will update our financial sustainability initiatives.
Please note that our Mission Statement could not fit into the space provided. It finishes as follows:
"...socially, intellectually, and economically."
Please also note that our Master Plan continues to guide us through construction phases and that
our Business Model outlines strategic priorities alongside the Interpretive Master Plan.

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
List the overall programs, services and events the organization provides:
Our programming focuses on educational programming and summer camps. Educational
programming involves hosting students from local Public and Catholic schools for curriculum-based
classes in our facilities. Summer camps are registration-based day camps that run for one week at
a time. Our camp program has an emphasis on local history taught in a fun, structured way in the
safe and beautiful grounds of Heritage Village. Included in the summer camps are our popular
Junior Drama and Theatre camps, which run for three weeks and gives participants an opportunity
to learn and develop dramatic skills, to learn tolerance, and to build self-confidence,
self-awareness, and strong bonds of friendship.
Our services include two gift shops (one seasonal, one year-round), museum tours, archival
searches, historical research assistance, and photograph reproduction; we also lend photographs,
artifacts, and expertise to other organizations in the city who are producing public exhibitions.
Our events range from large-scale public events to private events of various sizes. The public
events vary from year to year, but typical examples are National Aboriginal Day, Canada Day,
Heritage Day, and Old-Fashioned Christmas. We also rent facilities for weddings, parties,
conferences, political announcements, and meetings; most of these functions are private, but
occasionally our clients sell tickets to the public, as with the Taste of Fort McMurray events.
We also create employment opportunities for students, including young Fort McMurray residents,
each summer. Depending on that year's funding this can be anywhere between 10 and 20
positions.

Describe the elements, activities, or events of general operations that the organization is
seeking this funding for:
The Fort McMurray Heritage Society intends primarily to use this funding for wages for staff: every
element of our operations requires staff who require wages, so this funding will support all of our
activities and events in some way. Some staff members are partly supported by grants, but all of
these grants require that we match some portion of those wages with other funding. Other staff
members work in areas which are revenue-generating, such as the gift shops or rentals; covering
their wages with this funding will free that revenue for our many other expenses. Finally, some
staff work in areas, like administration, archives, events, or collections, which are necessary to
general operation and to meeting our mission but are not funded by grants and do not as directly
or reliably generate revenue. However, some of this funding will also cover basic supplies for our
children's and interpretive programming or the overhead necessary to run them.
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
Current Staff Information:
: " . ' 2' : ' : I: ' : ' . : . . .

.

Per Organization Chart:

Currently Filled:

Full Time Positions

10

8

Part Time Positions

3

3

Per Organizational Needs:

Currently Filled:

15

11

Fundraising Volunteers

3

3

Committee Volunteers

9

9

Administrative Volunteers

2

1

29

24

Current Volunteer Information:
. .

.

. . . .

Program & Services Volunteers

Total Organization Volunteers
(Count each only once)

Explain how the operations/programming will achieve the objectives of the Municipal Strategic
Plan as indicated on page 4:
The objectives of the Municipal Strategic Plan that our operations and programming will help
achieve are a) increasing accessible recreation and leisure opportunities for all user groups in the
Region, b) increasing opportunities for large-scale sports/cultural tourism events, and c) increasing
tourism, culture and arts programming throughout the Region.
We increase accessible recreation and leisure opportunities by providing two venues for recreation:
Fort McMurray Heritage Village and Fort McMurray Heritage Shipyard. The Village is now open
year-round and contains entirely redesigned and improved exhibits; this means that all year we
offer a venue for recreation that is, for the time being at least, both relatively new and familiar to
some. The Shipyard complements this in the summer season, and the Shipyard's playground is
well-used while it is open despite a very small admission fee.
We run our own events every year, increasing the number of cultural tourism events in the region.
Since we rent our venues and provide modest support to our clients, we also increase opportunities
for large-scale cultural tourism events beyond those we plan and execute ourselves.
Finally, we currently produce culture and art programming for local children in our educational
programs and our summer and theatre camps. We are also in talks to create tourism programming
(for instance, showing films from our archives or giving historical talks) in collaboration with other
groups; if this is successful, we will expand our culture programming for youth, adults, and seniors
in small evening events.

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
What is the community need that these operations/programming will address?
According to the Alberta Museum Association's (AMA) Standard Practices Handbook for Museums
(3rd ed.), museums share a broad goal "of preserving cultural traditions, maintaining and adding
to the local knowledge of the community, and making connections between people currently living
in the community and the community's heritage" as "a medium for meaning making and positive
change in their communities" (pg 14). Furthermore, as part of its emphasis on sustainability, the
AMA considers shared meaning-making in communities a fundamental component of their
sustainability ("Sustainability Working Group Recommendations Report"). Preserving cultural
traditions and local knowledge of the community, making connections to the community's heritage,
and offering resources for shared meaning-making are the primary needs which our operations and
programming address.
However, as we pursue our goals we also meet needs for summer camps, curriculum support, and
event venue rentals.

How was the need determined?
The primary needs that museums meet are understood by the AMA to be universal to all
communities; the question is not whether a community has those needs but whether other
institutions are meeting them and what size or type of institution the community can support. In
this case, we are the only historical society in Fort McMurray, which means the need is not being
met by anyone else.
Secondary needs, such as for educational supplements and for event venues, are ones we have
been meeting for a long time: we know the need exists because residents continue coming to us to
meet that need. As will be discussed on page 9, other institutions are contributing to meeting some
of these needs but there seems to be continued unmet demand for field trip opportunities and,
especially, event venues. It is also worth noting that our summer camps are unique in that they
provide historical education in addition to opportunities for physical activity and creative
expression.

How will these operations/programs address this need?
Our children's programming, interpretive programming, and events give access to resources
necessary for maintaining local knowledge of the community and for meaning-making; this is our
primary way of addressing these needs.
Our children's programming also offers summer day camps and curriculum support for local
teachers, while our event rental operations give the community access to rental venues. Certain
other operations, such as gift shop or grant coordination, help keep our institution financially
sustainable while others, such as office administration, ensure the rest of the programs and
operations are sustained and supported; while these do not directly meet the needs above, they
are necessary for us to continue operations and programs that do meet those needs.

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
What do successful operations/programs look like? How do you know they are successful?
According to the AMA's Standard Practices Handbook for Museums, the significance of museums
relies on their service as "a medium for meaning making and positive change in their
communities." An operation or program is successful to the extent that it helps us perform this
service. However, what that means specifically varies depending on how the program contributes
to that end. For example, school programs ensure that local children understand the region,
allowing them to connect current locations and events with that knowledge (ie. meaning making);
we would know that such a program is successful if they leave with that understanding.
Practically speaking, operations and programs are also successful only when they are delivered
efficiently, without incurring undue costs to the organization and compromising other programs by
depriving them of staffing or funding.
How are you measuring success (i.e. surveys, evaluation, longitudinal studies)?
Whenever we receive grant or sponsorship funding we are required by contract to submit a
self-evaluation, so ongoing self-evaluation of individual programming is built into our funding cycle.
These evaluations are based on whatever data we have available. Fortunately, changes to our
point-of-sale software and pricing structure have allowed us to track admissions to both locations
by broad age demographics: although we do not have a full year's data yet, in time we will use this
information to determine greater and lesser success in visitations. We also rely heavily on feedback
from our partners and clients (teachers, renters, etc.) and changes in numbers of program
registration, event attendance, and gift shop sales from year-to-year. Periodically this information
is collected for board meetings or for Master Plans and Business Models; our current Business
Model also contains market research as baseline for comparison.
Does these operations/programs duplicate or overlap with other operations/programs offered in
the community? How is your organization's offering unique?
Our primary service--exhibits showcasing the history of the region--overlaps to a very small degree
with the historical plaques which we partnered with the RMWB to install throughout the city, and
our offerings both complement and exceed these plaques on that count; otherwise, our primary
service is not duplicated by any other organization. (The Fort Chipewyan Historical Society, while
also covering the history of the region, has an entirely different geographical purview than ours.)
By the same token, our educational programming helps fulfill curriculum requirements that no
other institution in the region can fulfill to the same extent; to our knowledge, no other institution
is offering anything similar. (Other institutions, such as the Oilsands Discovery Centre, also offer
educational programming, but they explore separate subject areas.)
There are other day camps in the city, including but not limited to those offered by MacDonald
Island Park, the YMCA, and the Oilsands Discovery Centre. Despite this we have no trouble filling
our summer camp registrations and by all indications demand for affordable summer camps
remains high, so the market does not appear to be saturated. Similarly, many other venues offer
events; not only do we work with these other venues to ensure that major events complement
rather than compete (for example, the Canada Day Community Committee), but both attendance
numbers and the Municipality's stated priorities (see page 4 of this document) indicate that the
market for events is not saturated.
While there are of course many places to shop in Fort McMurray, many of our customers tell us
that no where else in the city has quite the variety and quality of gifts and decorative items,
including local artists, authors, and craftspeople, as does our Village's gift shop.
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Community Operating Grant Application
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Part D - Organization Questionnaire
What other community groups are you partnering with? Please outline their roles.
We partner with other community groups in a variety of capacities. The following is a sample.
We collaborate with the Fort McMurray International Airport on advertising and various events. We
partner with the Clearwater Heritage River Society to promote the Clearwater River and its history
and role in the community. We have assisted the Bridge with King's Kids Foundation and events
such as Old Fashioned Christmas. We partner with Fuse Social for the Volunteer Wood Buffalo
Initiative. The Multicultural Association of Wood Buffalo was our partner for a joint Canada Day 150
multicultural festival. We participated in the Food Festival Committee in support of Waypoints. We
participated in the Canada Day Community Committee to coordinate Canada Day events, and will
likely participate in similar committees in the future. As a continuation of last year's food festival,
we are working with the Food Festival Committee. We are working with the VIP Reception
Committee for the 2018 Alberta Winter Games, where we are supplying expertise and artifacts for
exhibition. We are also partnering with Fort McMurray Tourism to develop an app related to the
Winter Games, and this project may develop into something beyond the Winter Games. We also
collaborate with Fort McMurray Tourism for advertising and in their tradeshow. Every year we
partner with the National Aboriginal Day Committee, often hosting their National Aboriginal Day
celebrations. We are currently collaborating with the Nistawoyou Friendship Centre on a "Women of
Nistawoyou" online exhibit through Virtual Museums of Canada. We work with the public and the
separate school boards in the region in order to match our children's programming with their
curriculum needs. We have an ongoing relationship with the Lion's Club for reciprocal use of space.
We also host the Fort McMurray Strongman Association's annual event. We are collaborating with
NOLEA on programming for their tours. We are working with Fish and Wildlife and with Forestry
Services on artifact restoration and installation. We collaborate with the Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo on the Heritage Calendar, historical plaques, and other historical research needs; the
RMWB also assists with grounds care. We have in the past collaborated with companies like
Syncrude or Suncor for events; we work with local businesses such as YMM Magazine and with
local artisans for gift shop consignment. CEDA, Premier Towing, and the Fort McMurray Fire
Department are storing large artifacts for us as we try to secure funding for the large storage barn.

Target Segment (choose all that apply):

L Aboriginal Adults

WI Culture

I

EZ Aboriginal Children & Youth

121 Diversity

ciI Seniors

IZ1 Adults

E Educational

❑ Sports

❑ Arts & Crafts

E1 Families

WI Volunteerism

❑ Capacity Building

❑ Low Income

[21 Youth

WI Children

Gil Performing Arts

❑ Other:

I21 Community Enrichment

❑ Persons with Mental Illness

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Part E - Financial Information, Budget Request & Cash Flow
Other Funding
Sources Applied For
Example: United Way
Example Government of Alberta

Term of Funding
April 2017 - March 2018

Secured

In Process

50,000,000 00

January 2018 - December 2019

100,000.00

Young Canada Works

May 2018 - August 2018

10,101.89

Canada Summer Jobs

May 2018 - August 2018

48,754.13

Nexen

May 2018 - August 2018

15,000.00

Syncrude

May 2018 - August 2018

27,000.00

Chevron

Sept 2018 - Apr 2019

133,340.00

Alberta Culture and Tourism

Mar 2017 - Aug 2018

125,000.00

Alberta Museums Association (1)

Mar 2018 - May 2018

Alberta Museums Association (2)

Jan 2018 - Dec 2018

25,000.00

Documentary Heritage Communiti... May 2018 - Oct 2018

100,000.00

3,808.00

Total

$ 258,340.00

$ 229,664.02

Describe any other funding initiatives the organization has taken or is planning to
implement to further support this request for Community Operating Grant funding:
Every year we apply for grants and sponsorships from a wide variety of organizations for both
operating and capital funding. The funding cycles do not match up precisely with our own financial
year and, therefore, we will apply for and possibly receive funding in 2018 not listed above.
Moreover, we are in talks with a variety of organizations, such as the Northern Alberta Aboriginal
Businesses Association, for possible funding or in-kind donations, without any current guarantees
or even proposed amounts; these are therefore not reflected in the budget.
The Alberta Culture and Tourism line in the table above is a Community Facilities Enhancement
Program grant which we began in 2017 to renovate the second floor of our Royal Bank of Canada
to use as a rental venue, so some of this money is spent. The Chevron funding, allocated to the
Open Minds program, is split between multiple academic years.
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Part E - Financial Information, Budget Request & Cash Flow
Please explain any cost savings initiatives the organization has, or is planning, to
implement:
In order to save costs we plan on leaving two full-time positions (administrative assistant,
archivist) vacant: our previous administrative assistant has just left the organization and the
archivist will soon go on leave, and we do not intend to fill these positions in their absence.
Furthermore, we have reduced one position (collections technician assistant) from full-time to
part-time and reduced hours for another position (learning coordinator). In order to help
compensate for this one of our part-time client services employees is taking on several of the
administrative assistant's responsibilities; however, we will still have to bring in volunteers,
increase the workload of all staff, and reduce the services we can offer from our archives. For the
past four years our maintenance has been performed by a skilled volunteer, which has saved us
the wages of a full-time maintenance technician; unfortunately, this individual is planning to move
out of the city soon and we will likely need to hire a replacement rather because it is unlikely that
we will find a similarly-skilled volunteer.
Because of these staffing challenges, we are considering a reduction in our hours of operation
from seven to six days per week in peak seasons and from six to five days per week for the
remainder of the year, and a reduction in the hours we are open each day.
We have also installed a new heating system in our buildings; we anticipate that this system will
be more efficient, saving energy and therefore costs. Furthermore, we have held off on some
capital projects we had planned for this year.

In a time of fiscal restraint, the Municipality would like to know how the organization is
working towards a sustainability plan to ensure the operations/programming are
continued, should the CIP's Community Operating Grant be decreased or eliminated in
the future:
The Fort McMurray Heritage Society has a Business Model, developed with the assistance of Bill
Peters Consulting in 2015, intended to help direct us toward greater financial sustainability (one
of the current focus areas for AMA member museums). This Business Model includes both market
research to help us set admission and annual pass rates and ideas and initiatives to implement as
we grow. Primary areas for revenue growth are in venue rentals and in food services. Now that
we are open to the public and running events we are seeing an increase in venue rentals which,
with advertising, partnerships, and high-quality delivery, should continue over the next few years.
We are also currently developing more spaces for venue rental (including but not limited to the
upper stories of the Royal Bank and the Agricultural Barn). Upcoming phases of our Master Plan,
which was developed in conjunction with the Business Model, also include more spaces for rental;
more importantly, they include building capacity for food services. Our largest obstacle to
implementing these phases is that they require large initial capital costs, particularly when it
comes to preparing space for safe food services. We are therefore continuing to apply for various
grants and sponsorships to fund these projects and have had some success.
It is unlikely that we will ever be able to operate entirely on self-generated revenue; that is not a

Space continues on next page.. .
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Part E - Financial Information, Budget Request & Cash Flow
likely expectation for a mid-sized museum in Canada. Therefore we have other revenue streams.
We continue to develop relationships with regional businesses, and businesses with regional
interests, such as Suncor, Syncrude, Nexen, and Chevron. Some of these corporations are
changing how they approach community investment, so we do not know what the exact nature of
our continued relationship will look like. Finally, we are actively seeking partnerships for the
completion of Aboriginal Village, the Storage Garage, the Bombardier exhibit, and the Agricultural
exhibit.
We also remain a member of the Alberta Museums Association, to whom we apply for grants, and
we regularly apply for grants from the federal and provincial governments, along with archival
societies and any other organization which seems promising. That funding application cycle has
always been and will remain part of our financial sustainability plan. As mentioned already on
page 12, some of this funding is going back towards developing capacity for more reliable
revenue streams, like admissions, rentals, and food services.

Total 2018 Budgeted Revenue (excluding RMWB Operating Grant)
Total 2018 Budgeted Expenses
Surplus* / (Deficit)

702,000.00
1,540,000.00
-838,000.00
600,000.00

2018 Operating Grant Request Amount:
* If in a surplus position, organization is not eligible for an Operating Grant.
Please Indicate Preferred Cash Flow, if approved**:
January/February

$ 450,000.00 April

0.00

(no more than 75% of request)

August

$ 150,000.00 October

$ 0.00

** Must have minimum of 25% to be disbursed between August and December. There will be no funds
released in July, as 6-month reports are due by July 31 and require Administrative review prior to
August/October disbursements.
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Community Operating Grant Application
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Part F - Additional Information
Provide any additional information that may assist in developing a better understanding of
your organization or its services/programs during the budget review:
It has been a challenging five years for the organization. In June 2013 the Hangingstone River
flooded into Heritage Village (at the time called Heritage Park), damaging many of the buildings
and forcing the museum's closure for what would turn out to be four years. In that time, the Fort
McMurray Heritage Society chose to not simply repair the damage but to use the opportunity to
redesign exhibits, change the layout of the buildings, and plan the museum consistently from top
to bottom. This endeavor also involved some organizational changes, including the development
of new governance documents, a researched business plan, and an interpretive master plan; we
also underwent rebranding. As a consequence, we offer a strong and consistent site, based in
research and expert opinion and backed by a well-developed organizational structure.
Though we did open Heritage Shipyard seasonally in 2014 and continued programming, gift shop,
and reduced venue rentals during our closure, we have not had Heritage Village, our primary
attraction, open since 2013, and it was a different site then. While this work was also expensive,
we have been without regular admissions revenue (and the increase to gift shop sales which
visitors bring) and our rental options have been limited. Furthermore, our planned opening for the
summer of 2016 was delayed by the Horse River Wildfire evacuation that May and June.
Therefore, while we are now in a position to capitalize on our improvements to the site and
organization, it will take some time before we begin to see a reliable revenue stream. Indeed,
more capital projects will likely be necessary before we can fully leverage our site, as discussed
on page 12.
A further challenge is that we need employees with skills in particular areas of expertise:
maintenance of heritage buildings, collections care and management, educational programming,
exhibit and interactive maintenance, and so on. For many of our positions we cannot compromise
on prior training and experience. However, it can be difficult to find staff in Fort McMurray who
are qualified in these areas, or to attract such staff to the area. The need for qualified staff
therefore drives up wages and limits the degree to which we can rely on unskilled volunteer
labour.
A last challenge is that we are currently reviewing and changing our membership structure, a
process we hope to finalize in 2018.

Part G - Required Attachments tor Application
The following attachment MUST accompany your application:
lw A detailed budget showing projected 2018 revenue and expenses
6z 2018 Business Plan
❑ Logic Model (if available)
iz Proof of active status as a registered non-profit organization (dated within 3 months of
submission date)
iz Financial Statements of two (2) most recent fiscal years
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FORT MCMURRAY HERITAGE SOCIETY 2018 BUDGET
OPERATING BUDGET
EXPENSES
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2018
35,000.00
6,000.00
3,500.00
3,500.00
3,000.00
6,000.00
15,000.00
3,000.00
5,500.00
140,000.00
10,000.00
4,000.00
3,500.00
30,000.00
15,000.00
45,000.00
15,000.00
5,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
30,000.00
45,000.00
45,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
825,000.00
30,500.00
2,000.00
25,000.00
5,000.00
25,000.00
75,000.00
4,500.00
1,540,000.00

ADMISSIONS/TOURS
ARCHIVAL RESEARCH
DONATIONS
FUNDRAISING
GIFT SHOP SALES
GST
GRANTS (YCW, CSJ)
PROGRAMS (Camps & Schools)
OPEN MINDS HERITAGE SCHOOL
SPECIAL EVENTS
RENTALS
TOTAL REVENUES

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2018
40,000.00
2,000.00
15,000.00
35,000.00
280,000.00
10,000.00
125,000.00
69,000.00
76,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
702,000.00

SHORTFALL
RESERVES
MUNICIPAL FUNDING

$
$
$

838,000.00
238,000.00
600,000.00

ADVERTISING
BANK CHARGES
BOARD MEETINGS/TRAINING
COLLECTIONS & ARCHIVAL SUPPLIES
COURIER & POSTAGE
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
EXHIBITS SUPPLIES & MAINTENANCE
FUEL/MILEAGE
FUNDRAISING
GIFT SHOP PRODUCT PURCHASES
GIFT SHOP SHIPPING COSTS
GIFT SHOP DISPLAYS & SUPPLIES
TRAVEL & ACCOMODATIONS
GST
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
INSURANCE
JANITORIAL/MAT PROGRAM
OFFICE EQUIPMENT LEASE & REPAIRS
OFFICE SUPPLIES & COMPUTERS
PRINTING
PROFESSIONAL FEES (Accounting & legal)
PROGRAMS (Camps, Schools)
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE (Buildings & Vessels)
RENTALS (Conference Room & grounds)
SECURITY
STAFF WAGES
STAFF BENEFITS - GROUP HEALTH
WCB
SPECIAL EVENTS
TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
TELEPHONE/INTERNET/CLOUD
UTILITIES (Power/natural gas)
WASTE MANAGEMENT
TOTAL EXPENSES

REVENUES

CAPITAL BUDGET

2018

EXPENSES
STORAGE GARAGE
ELEVATOR & 2ND LEVEL (Royal Bank )
MOTION SENSORS (Heritage Buildings)
EXHIBITS (Ships, Barn, Hill House, Hill Drugs)
WAYFINDING (Remainder of project)
ABORIGINAL VILLAGE
10% CONTINGENCIES
TOTAL EXPENSES

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

305,000.00
250,000.00
12,000.00
85,000.00
25,000.00
500,000.00
117,700.00
1,294,700.00

REVENUES
FIND FUNDING
GRANTS
Total Revenues

$
$
$

1,169,700.00
125,000.00
1,294,700.00

